
TURBO

PRO METAL 4-PATTERN 18” THUMB-CONTROL 
TURBO    WATERING WAND

94621EDAMZ

E�ortless thumb control to 
conveniently operate the 
on/o� function and volume 
of water �ow

Honeycomb grip provides extra 
control in wet conditions

Aluminum and zinc alloy construction for a 
lightweight design with added durability

4-Patterns (Turbo, Jet, Flat,
Cone) for all your cleaning &
watering needs

Ergonomic design lessens hand and
wrist fatigue 

Quick Connect Starter Set 
�ts all standard garden hoses

and watering tools

REACHING CHALLENGING WATERING TASKS
Make watering and cleaning hard-to-reach places easier with the Eden PRO Metal 4-Pattern 18” Turbo Watering wand. Forget about using expensive 

pressure washers with a compact pressure spraying wand. The Turbo Wand cleans all surfaces using a precise compact stream of water that twists 

as it cleans. The circular twisting pulse motion quickly washes dirt and debris away.

The PRO Metal 4-Pattern 18” Turbo Watering wand helps you tackle your most challenging cleaning chores. With four adjustable spray patterns, you 

can go from watering hanging baskets and delicate plants to cleaning cars or gutters. Easily adjust the water �ow with the smooth thumb control. 

No squeezing of the handle is required. 

Features:
• Quick and easy connections to standard U.S. garden hoses, sprinklers, nozzles, etc.

• 180° pivoting head with four unique spray patterns.

• Built-in thumb control for more comfort and less e�ort.

Turbo: Great for cleaning large surfaces (gutters, driveways, windows, decks, etc.)  

Jet: Creates precise narrow strips for hard-to-reach areas (cleaning so�its, porches, balconies, lawnmowers, etc.)

Flat: Creates a wide spray of water to clean up leaves and dirt.

Cone: Gives you a circle of spray so that you can water a ring of plants all at once.

E�ortless thumb control 

180° spray angle
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Attach 
the adapter 
to the nozzle
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Quickly attach
the connector
at the end of
your hose

3

SNAP the
two together

4
Twist-and-lock mechanism 

prevents accidental 
disconnection

The Quick Connect Adapter (2 pcs) and Hose 
Connector with Water Stop (1 pc) simplify your 
watering experience. Simply attach the connector 
at the end of your hose. Then, connect the 
adapters to your watering tools. Interchange 
various tools in a snap without turning o� the 
water as the adapter will stop the water �ow. No 
more kinking or hose twisting as the adapter 
allows the hose to swivel 360 degrees.
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Quick and easy connections to 5/8-inch and 
1/2-inch garden hoses, sprinklers, nozzles, and/or 
any other garden watering tools
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UNLOCK LOCK

Twist-and-lock 
mechanism prevents 
accidental disconnection

� CAUTION �

-For outdoor use with cold water only
-Do not spray near electrical connections
-When not in use, rinse the tool with water to remove most of the dirt, dry your tool, and store indoors

UNLOCK,
push down to
remove the
nozzle

18inch

180° pivoting head 
allows watering in all 
directions. Great for 
reaching challenging 
areas

180˚

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including styrene,
which is known to the State of California to cause cancer.  For more 
information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. 

Made in Taiwan  www.edengarden.com 




